
FOUR COLOUR CATHERINE WHEEL CUSHION



MATERIALS:

• Crochet Hook – 4 mm

• DMC Woolly merino wool 

 A - Dark Violet 488.065 - 1 ball

 B - Gold 488.094 - 1 ball

 C - Crimson 488.055 - 1 ball

 D - Lavender 488.061– 1 ball

EXTRAS:

• 8 x 3.5mm pom-pom 

• Rectangle pillow measure 56cmx36cm

• 1.25 metres of fabric from Trail Blazing –  
   Flowerburst High Noon

• pins 

• sewing machine 

• iron

FOUR COLOUR CATHERINE WHEEL CUSHION 
with fabric backing 
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This pattern is in multiples of 10 + 1 – so if you would 
like to make this wider simple add in multiples of 10 

This cushion is created by constructing a front 58 x 
38cm panel of Catherine wheel crochet –the pattern 
is in alternating colours. The demonstrated model 
uses four colours in a rotating sequence. Again this is 
limited only by your imagination.

Using a sewing machine, attach two deep hemmed 
rectangles to create a simple envelope opening on the 
back of the cushion.  

Pom-poms are attached to the four corners for further 
decoration should you desire.

CHANGING YARN AND COLOUR 
When changing yarn, use/add new colour to your 
work on the last loop of your final stitch, then proceed 
to turn as pattern directs. 

SKILL LEVEL – intermediate to advanced 
intermediate 
Approximate project time: 15-20 hours 

ABBREVIATIONS – Crochet terms 
Written in UK Terms 
dc – double crochet 
tr – treble crochet 
tr7tog – work seven trebles together 
tr4tog – work four trebles together
dc – double crochet
sk – skip 
ss – slip stitch 
ch – chain 
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FOUR COLOUR CATHERINE WHEEL CUSHION 
with fabric backing 

FOUNDATION CHAIN 
YARN A: ch81

ROW 1, Yarn A: turn, ch 1 (does not count as a stitch), 
dc in next two stitches (2dc), * sk 3 stitches, 7tr in next 
stitch, sk 3 stitches, 3 dc in next three stitches: repeat 
from * to * across, until there are two remaining 
stitches –dc into each of these (2dc) (8 wheels) 

ROW 2, Yarn B: turn – ch 2 (does not count as a 
stitch), tr4tog over (from previous row 2dc, 2tr), *ch3, 
3dc, 3ch, tr7tog over (from previous row 2tr, 3dc,2tr),* 
repeat from *to* across, ending with tr4tog over (from 
previous row 2tr,2dc), sk turning chain (7 wheels) 

ROW 3, Yarn B: turn – ch 2 (does not count as a 
stitch), 4tr into tr4tog, *sk ch-3, 3dc, sk ch-3, 7tr into 
tr7tog*; repeat from * to * across, ending with 4tr into 
tr4tog, sk the turning chain (7 wheels)

ROW 4, Yarn C: turn – ch 1 (does not count as a 
stitch), 2 dc* ch3, tr7tog over (from previous row 2tr, 
3dc, 2tr), ch3, 3dc* repeat from * to * across ending 
with 2dc, skip the turning chain (8 wheels)

ROW 5, Yarn C: turn, ch 1 (does not count as a stitch), 
dc in next two stitches (2dc), * sk 3 stitches, 7tr in next 
stitch, sk3 stitches, 3 dc in next three stitches: repeat 
from * to * across, until there are two remaining 
stitches –dc into each of the these (2dc) (8 wheels) 

ROW 6, Yarn D: turn – ch 2 (does not count as a 
stitch), tr4tog over (from previous row 2dc, 2tr), *ch3, 
3dc, 3ch, tr7tog over (from previous row 2tr, 3dc,2tr),* 
repeat from *to* across, ending with tr4tog over (from 
previous row 2tr,2dc), sk turning chain (7 half wheels)

ROW 7, Yarn D: turn – ch 2 (does not count as a 
stitch), 4tr into tr4tog, *sk ch-3, 3dc, sk ch-3, 7tr into 
tr7tog*; repeat from * to * across, ending with 4tr into 
tr4tog, sk the turning chain (7 wheels)

ROW 8, Yarn A: ch 1 (does not count as a stitch), 2 
dc* ch3, tr7tog over (from previous row 2tr, 3dc,2tr), 
ch3 , 3dc* repeat from * to * across ending with 2dc, 
skip the turning chain (8 wheels)

ROW 9, Yarn A: repeat row 1

ROW 10, Yarn B: repeat row 2

ROW 11, Yarn B: repeat row 3

ROW 12, Yarn C: repeat row 4

ROW 13, Yarn C: repeat row 1

ROW 14, Yarn D: repeat row 2

ROW 15, Yarn D: repeat row 3

ROW 16, Yarn A: repeat row 4

ROW 17, Yarn A : repeat row 1

ROW 18, Yarn B: repeat row 2

ROW 19, Yarn B: repeat row 3

ROW 20, Yarn C: repeat row 4

ROW 21, Yarn C: repeat row 1

ROW 22, Yarn D: repeat row 2

ROW 23, Yarn D: repeat row 3

ROW 24, Yarn A: repeat row 4

ROW 25, Yarn A: repeat row 1

ROW 26, Yarn B: repeat row 2

ROW 27, Yarn B: repeat row 3

ROW 28, Yarn C: repeat row 4

ROW 29, Yarn C: repeat row 1

ROW 30, Yarn D: repeat row 2

ROW 31, Yarn D: repeat row 3

ROW 32, Yarn A: repeat row 4

ROW 33, Yarn A: repeat row 1

ROW 34, Yarn B: repeat row 2

ROW 35, Yarn B: repeat row 3

ROW 36, Yarn C: repeat row 4

ROW 37, Yarn C: repeat row 1

ROW 38, Yarn D: repeat row 2

ROW 39, Yarn D: repeat row 3

ROW 40, Yarn A: repeat row 4

ROW 41, Yarn A: repeat row 1

ROW 42, Yarn B: repeat row 2

ROW 43, Yarn B: repeat row 3

ROW 44, Yarn C: repeat row 4 
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FOUR COLOUR CATHERINE WHEEL CUSHION 
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ROW 45, Yarn C: repeat row 1

ROW 46, Yarn D: repeat row 2

ROW 47, Yarn D: repeat row 3

ROW 48, Yarn A: repeat row 4

ROW 49, Yarn A: repeat row 1

ROW 50, Yarn B: repeat row 2

ROW 51, Yarn B: repeat row 3

ROW 52, Yarn C: repeat row 4

ROW 53, Yarn C: repeat row 1

ROW 54, Yarn D: repeat row 2

ROW 55, Yarn D: repeat row 3

ROW 56, Yarn A: repeat row 4

ROW 57, Yarn A: repeat row 1

ROW 58, Yarn B: repeat row 2

ROW 59, Yarn B: repeat row 3

ROW 60, Yarn C: repeat row 4

ROW 61, Yarn C: repeat row 1

ROW 62, Yarn D: repeat row 2

ROW 63, Yarn D: repeat row 3

ROW 64, Yarn A: repeat row 4

ROW 65, Yarn A: repeat row 1

ROW 66, Yarn B: repeat row 2

ROW 67, Yarn B: repeat row 3

ROW 68, Yarn C: repeat row 4

ROW 69, Yarn C: repeat row 1

ROW 70, Yarn D: repeat row 2

ROW 71, Yarn D: repeat row 3

ROW 72, Yarn A: repeat row 4

ROW 73, Yarn A: repeat row 1

ROW 74, Yarn B: repeat row 2

ROW 75, Yarn B: repeat row 3

ROW 76, Yarn C: repeat row 4

Finish and weave in ends  

BACKING OF CUSHION  
The panel you just crocheted is your front panel – the 
back of the cushion is fabric with a simple envelope/
overlap opening for easy insertion of cushion.

Step 1: Measure your cushion from seam to seam 
– the demonstrated rectangle cushion measures a 
standard 56cm width – 36cm height.

Step 2: Allow 5cm for seam allowance when cutting. 

Step 3: Cut two pieces 41cm x 51cm.

Step 4:  We shall not hem the finished edge that 
overlaps on the back of the cushions; with wrong side 
facing, fold over the edge (the 41cm edge) by 2cm, 
iron. Now fold again by 2cm and iron. Sew the hem 
down about half a cm from the inside edge. Reverse 
at either end to ensure your hem is secure.

Step 5: Repeat on other panel.

Step 6: Using your front crocheted panel – lay right 
side facing, take one of the back panels and place 
on top of the crochet panel right side facing (the 
wrong side should be facing you); align edges with 
the front panel – the sewn hem should be situated in 
the interior of the front panel.  The other edges should 
align with the outer edges of the front panel – repeat 
with the other panel.

Step 7: Secure with pins and even a slight tacking – 
the centre is where the back panels overlap; be sure 
to place extra pins at these points to prevent shifting 
when sewing.

Step 8: Sew around all four edges. 

Step 9: Turn your work inside out; attach pom-poms to 
each corner should you desire; insert your cushion. 


